Saturday, September 7
*A Place For Everything, And Everything in its Place* opens to the public
MEMBER RECEPTION 2:00 PM-3:00 PM
PUBLIC RECEPTION 3:00-5:00 PM

Wednesday, September 25, 12:00-1:00 PM
**ART POP EVENT: Exhibition Prep Clinic - How to Hang Your Work**
Location: VISUAL ARTS A107

Saturday, October 5, 11:00 AM-1:00 PM *(Members event)*
**In Conversation: The Art Alliance and the Collection**
Location: VISUAL ARTS A113

Saturday, November 2, 11:00 AM-1:00 PM *(Members event)*
**In Conversation: G. Ray Kerciu and the Prints that Built A Collection**
Location: VISUAL ARTS A113

Thursday, November 14, 12:00-1:00 PM
**ART POP EVENT: Fakes and Forgeries**
Location: VISUAL ARTS A107

Friday, November 22, 10:30 AM-11:30 AM
**ART POP EVENT: Exhibition Design Discussion on the Current Exhibition**
Location: Begovich Gallery

Saturday, December 7, 12:00-1:00 PM
**ART POP EVENT – Mike McGee: The Next Wave: The Permanent Collection, 1990s through 2000s**
Location: Begovich Gallery

All programs listed above are open to the public, unless specified.
*Non-members interested in attending an *In Conversation Series* can make reservations with Renée Gillespie rgillespie@fullerton.edu. For more information on the programs listed above, visit fullerton.edu/arts and select “Begovich Gallery” on the top menu.